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WELCOME TO THE ‘NEW LOOK’ FSA NEWSLETTER

T

FSA Magazine

he Welcome to the first
edition of the ‘new look’
FSA newsletter – the
FSA Magazine. With six
editions a year, every
issue will include:

1. Feature articles: covering

stories that will impact or affect all
our members.

discuss any challenges they face
and the accomplishments they have
achieved, as well as, introducing us to
their future aspirations.
This first issue has exceeded all
expectations and we would like to
thank all those who have contributed
to it.

Looking forward, it is comforting
2. FSA articles: written by the
to know that despite an incredibly
various FSA business units to keep
difficult year last year, that came
members up to date about what is
on the back of an economically
happening in their units.
challenging 2019, and the continuing
threat posed by COVID-19 to the
3. Member pieces: from members Sector and country’s health and
of all FSA grower groups, corporate to economic forecast, there is still a lot
small-scale, that allow their voices to of exciting progress being made by
be heard by the Sector and beyond.
the Sector, as we strive to aid South
Africa in its green economic recovery.
The FSA Magazine is a key
I am excited to see how the FSA
component in this year’s
Magazine tracks this progress going
communication strategy, which
forward.
hopes to extend the reach of Industry
news beyond the Forestry Sector.
I hope you enjoy reading this first
It is also an important conduit for
issue as much as I have.
facilitating two-way dialogue between
FSA and its members, through its
Dr Ronald Heath,
‘Meet Our Members’ section. Here
FSA: Director Research and
members, large, medium and small, Protection
can introduce themselves, their
Head of the FSA Communication
business visions and objectives,
Portfolio
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FEATURE STORY

SAFAS: Placing sustainability and
certification in an African context
Interview with Steve Germishuizen - General Manager, Sustainable African Forest Assurance Scheme (SAFAS)

T

he Sustainable African
Forest Assurance
Scheme, better known
as SAFAS, has reached
another milestone
with the launch of its
website. The website provides an
easy to navigate and comprehensive
overview of what SAFAS is all about.
It is an amazing feat if you consider
that 5-years ago SAFAS was nothing
more than a great idea in the
minds of a few individuals who had
identified the need for an alternative
certification system. One that would
be more inclusive of South Africa’s
small-scale growers, mediumscale family-run businesses and
community schemes.
“Under current certification
approaches, only 6% of certificates
are issued to small-scale growers”,
SAFAS General Manager Steve
Germishuizen informs me. “Until
small- and medium-scale growers
in the developing world can access
forest certification, it will not be
able to truly meet its objectives
of promoting sustainable forest
management. The current global
push by retailers and consumers for
certified forest products is essentially
creating an almost impenetrable
market barrier for these vulnerable
forest-dependent people. The irony
is that these are the very people

that certification explicitly aims to
protect.”.
Steve, an ecologist by training, has
been heavily involved in forest
certification at the policy and
implementation level for over the
past two decades.
The launch of the SAFAS website
comes hot on the heels of three other
major milestones. The first, gaining
endorsement from PEFC (Programme
for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification), the largest global
forest certification body, happened
in November 2018. This was followed
in 2020 with the first auditing agency,
The Soil Association becoming
accredited and the first SAFAS
certificate being awarded to Sappi.

Making the dream a reality
“It all started in earnest around
5-years ago”, Steve explains, “when
we could no longer overlook the
need for an alternative certification
process that was more inclusive of
small- and medium-scale growers. A
group of us, that had been working
with small-scale timber growers
for 15 years in trying to influence
current certification practice and
policy, decided that a completely new
approach was needed. This group,
spearheaded by NCT’s Craig Norris
had strong support from Sappi, TWK
and Forestry South Africa. It started

largely from a sense of collective
frustration but soon grew into an
exciting, innovative project,” Steve
says with a smile.
The new system had two fundamental
objectives: inclusivity, ensuring it was
accessible to all scales of forestry and
it needed to make a real impact at
ground level on the overall economic,
environmental, social and workforce
sustainability of South Africa’s
Forestry Industry.
“One of the biggest points of
difference between the SAFAS system
and what has gone before is that we
take a bottom-up approach.” Steve
continues, “Rather than producing
one generic global standard, that
then has to be incorporated at a
National level with very limited
scope to modify the standard to the
country’s specific context. The SAFAS
standard is specifically developed
to fit the local setting, context, scale
and perspective. Essentially, this is
an African standard that has been
developed to address and improve
sustainability in an African context,
making it highly relevant.”
To make certification inclusive
and effective the SAFAS – PEFC
partnership differentiates itself from
traditional certification approaches in
two fundamental ways.

“Until small- and medium-scale growers in the developing world
can access forest certification, it will not be able to truly meet its
objectives of promoting sustainable forest management.”
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2016 PEFC working group

formed to explore PEFC
certification for South Africa

2016

PEFC working group
work with DAFF to revise
PCIS for sustainable forest
management

2017

SAFAS working group
formed and drafting SAFAS forest
management standard (June)

2017

Public consultation and
field testing of SAFAS forest
management standard (October)

2017

SAFAS certification
system submitted to PEFC
international (November)

2018

SAFAS Certification
system is endorsed by PEFC

2020

The first PEFC audit
in South Africa. Sappi forests
undergo and audit by Soil
Association observed by UKAS
(the UK Accreditation Services).

2021

Soil Association is
accredited to audit PEFC in
South Africa and Sappi gets the
first SAFAS (PEFC endorsed)
certificate for their forests.

Going forward

Audits of
NCT Forestry (Feb 21) TWK Agri
(Sept 21)

1. Standards are developed from

understanding the impact of the
forest management activities on
the sustainable forest management
values making them applicable to
the national forestry context. This is
essentially a bottom-up approach.

2. Standards are applied using a

risk-based approach. That means
that the most important issues to
sustainability receive the most
attention. The risk assessment is
done using a tool called the ValueBased Platform.

Through this system, small-scale
operations which inherently have
small impacts have far fewer issues
to deal with and less of a burden to
demonstrate sustainability.
To gain PEFC endorsement, SAFAS
had to demonstrate that the standard
development process conformed to
the PEFC’s standard development
requirements and that the South
African standard was equivalent all
PEFC Global benchmarks.
As a framework, SAFAS based its
forest management standard on
the South African Government’s
Principles, Criteria, Indicators and
Standards (PCIS) for sustainable
forest management. In so doing
SAFAS has forged strong ties with the
relevant SA government departments
and a range of NGOs.
“Forging a strong partnership
with the government departments
responsible for setting policies that
impact forest is mutually beneficial.
It provides both sides with a better
understanding of the issues the
forestry industry faces, particularly
those needs and challenges of
small- and medium-scale growers.”
Steve explains, “Furthermore, the
SAFAS criteria is based on a series
of economic, environmental, social
and workplace values including those
identified in the National Forest
Act. Voluntary certification by the
Industry provides Government with
a way of enacting this policy and
potentially reducing the need for
enforcement.”
Working closely with the Department
of Environment, Forestry and
Fisheries, the first step was the
revision of the South African PCIS
for sustainable forest management,
which would form the basis for the
SAFAS Standard. The Standard was
drafted and field-tested during 2017,
with public consultation held before
it was formalised and submitted to
PEFC International in November of
6

that year.

The Value-Based Platform
The Value-Based Platform is aimed at
making certification more effective
on the ground. This GIS-based tool
allows forest managers to identify
and prioritize the values and risks
to sustainable forest management.
The platform has a broad range of
applications as a management tool.
“We expect this to make certification
much more effective by highlighting
which aspects of management
are most critical to sustainability.
Furthermore, it will streamline
the entire certification process,
reducing the administrative burden
and providing a platform for group
certification. Most importantly, all
these features will make certification
more accessible for smallholders.
We are in the process of setting up a
group certification system based on
this platform.” Steve explains.
Each forest management unit has a
risk profile which was then developed
around each value, against which
individual companies or groups
representing many members can
be evaluated. This is done initially
through the completion of an
online questionnaire which gathers
information to form a holistic picture
of the forestry landscape being
evaluated. This can then be compared
to rich GIS datasets and long-term
climate/geophysical records to
evaluate the risk profile associated
with each value, based on the scale,
intensity and consequence of the risk
posed. These risk profiles provide
both SAFAS and the landowner with
an in-depth understanding of the
level of risk associated with each
value. Values with high associated
risk can then become areas of focus
for both the landowner and the
accredited SAFAS auditor.

“The VBP has taken years of testing
and refining to develop”, Steve says
with a clear sense of achievement, “it
has been field-tested on Government
and privately-owned forestry land,
across large forestry landscapes
and in the ten-hectare plots of the
country’s small-scale growers to
ensure the formula work.”

The brilliance of the system lies in
its simplicity. A simple questionnaire
that provides SAFAS with all the
details they require to evaluate the
risks to sustainability values.
In turn, this provides a risk profile
that enables foresters to identify
areas where risks can be reduced,
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managed, or mitigated to improve
sustainability at ground level.
While providing auditors with a
prioritised list of the risks to values
they need to assess to ensure
the forests are being managed
sustainably.

Where to now?
The first quarter of 2021 will
hopefully see NCT Forests certified
under SAFAS, with TWK Agri going
through the process later in the year.
As Steve is quick to tell me, “It is
exciting because NCT and TWK Agri
provide markets for many of South
Africa’s small and medium timber
growers. By achieving certification, a
large number of smaller growers will
have access to certification, which
was our primary objective in the first
place. Although, we should note
Sappi has also invested a great deal
of resources in small-scale timber
growers and the SAFAS system will be
of great use to them in their efforts to
ensure access to the market for these
suppliers.”
The next step will be raising
awareness within the Industry that
SAFAS is up and running and ready
to start certifying companies and
operations that meet their criteria.
“Sappi, NCT Forestry and TWK Agri
have all been part of this process
since SAFAS’ inception, providing
funding and expertise to get the
process of the ground as they see
the real value in having an African
certification body. Now we need to
get the rest of the Industry on board.”
To do this, Steve plans on hosting a
virtual roadshow, “COVID means we
might need to do a digital roadshow,
to showcase the potential of this
system to the major role players and
decision-makers in the Industry.
However, there has already been a
lot of excitement from major names
in the Industry, many of whom are
already in the process of using the
VBP to identify their risk profile
and start the accreditation process.
Ultimately, our dream would be to
have the entire country using the VBP
and being SAFAS accredited.”
So, is this where the dream ends?
With the whole of the country’s

Forestry Industry, irrespective of size, place to produce a series of
certified under a scheme that prides visual environmental dos and
itself on inclusivity?
don’ts which they hope will help
individuals decipher the Industry’s
“No”, Steve says with a smile, “We
environmental guidelines. “The
have already received requests from
Forestry Explained infographics
our neighbouring countries to roll
have shown what can be done in
out the system there. PEFC strongly
terms of communicating challenging
supports the idea of SAFAS becoming messages in a simple format. The
a supporting organisation for the
plan is to produce something similar
SADC countries.
to these to depict the measures
that can be put in place to address
PEFC Chain of Custody (CoC)
numerous environmental issues
certification is also currently
that impact sustainability and are
available in South Africa. We have
covered in the Environmental
currently got 7 COCs and we will
Guidelines. These will be helpful for
be on a drive to get more of the
SAFAS members looking for ways of
countries processors and retailers on reducing their risk profile and aid
investing in the PEFC COC.
in knowledge transfer within the
Sector.”
Speaking to Steve, it is clear the
primary objective for him and SAFAS An alternative and inclusive
is to make marked and measurable
certification system that meets
improvements in sustainability while international sustainability targets
giving previously excluded growers
and places them within an African
the opportunity of becoming certified context to ensure the sustainability
and having access to far greater and
values identified are both relevant
lucrative markets. “SAFAS is a nonand attainable is a big dream. A big
profit for a reason, this is not about
dream that gets even bigger when you
making money”, Steve continues,
set the bar at total inclusivity, from
“it is about making a difference.
the smallest grower to the biggest
Improving the sustainability of
multinational forestry company, and
our Industry at ground level, while
want to see the scheme delivering a
improving the lives of our Industry’s
measurable impact on the ground
smallest members.”
across all four value areas.
There is, however, a membership
fee, so what happens with the money
being made? “Any surplus after
the running costs of SAFAS will be
used for projects that the members
feel will promote sustainable forest
management in South Africa. This
could include training initiatives
for small-scale timber growers,
conservation projects or be used
to reduce certification fees for
everyone. Training is a critical factor
though, it is something small-scale
growers in our industry are crying
out for.” Steve answers emphatically.
Already, through their website, the
SAFAS team have plans in
8

Yet already the team behind SAFAS
have shown that while this dream
is big, it is far from impossible.
In just five years they have gone
from sowing the seed to initiating
a process and framework that has
seen their first certificate holders
break new ground. To keep with
the forestry analogy, while this is
far from being established, it is an
innovative tool that has the potential
to make the plantations of the
future unrecognisable from those
established in the past.
SAFAS really could provide us
with a new way of looking at
sustainable forestry and delivering
the sustainability goals, targets and
values the global markets demand.
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FSA FEATURE

Sappi achieves first
international PEFC Forest
Certification in South Africa
David Everard - Divisional Environmental Manager, Sappi Forests

A

fter years of
collaboration and
dedicated commitment
in setting new forest
certification standards
for South Africa,
Sappi announced that it has achieved
the first PEFC endorsed SAFAS
(Sustainable African Forest Assurance
Scheme) certification in South Africa.
“After all the intense work in
collaborating on the development
of the SAFAS system and now in
implementing it, it is rewarding to
have this achievement for Sappi.”
David Everard explains, reflecting on
the collaborative journey that has led
up to Sappi’s SAFAS certification.
Sappi can be considered one of
the ‘founding members’ of SAFAS,
which includes several other South
African forestry organisation
10

who saw the need to develop a
local certification standard with
international recognition achieved
through endorsement by the
Programme for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification (PEFC). The PEFC
works in a bottom-up way which is
different to other mainstream forest
certification systems. It requires
standards to be locally developed
and to be appropriate to forestry
activities implemented in the national
environmental and socio-economic
contexts. Standards are endorsed if
they are developed in an inclusive
manner, are circulated widely for
comment and approval and contain
all the fundamental international
requirements.

certification was not without its
hurdles. As David notes, “getting
bodies accredited to undertake
certification assessments against
the standard was delayed by the
advent of the Coronavirus pandemic
and the cessation of international
travel. Stage 1 certification needed
to be conducted remotely by the Soil
Association during lockdown in June
2020, with Stage 2 conducted by local
SABS auditors and streamed live to
the UK where the Soil Association
observed proceedings.”

This innovative process, though
demanding, proved to be successful,
leading to the Soil Association
becoming the first certification body
to be accredited to undertake SAFAS
To achieve this, the SAFAS system
audits and Sappi Forests to be the
incorporates cutting-edge innovative first organisation to become SAFAS
and effective approaches to make
(PEFC Forest Management) certified
certification more accessible to South in South Africa.
Africa’s small landowners. As David
explains, “this has great promise to
“We are proud to be the first
ensure that certification not only
certification body to achieve
delivers social and environmental
this PEFC Forest Management
values but also supports socioaccreditation in South Africa,” says
economic and development
Rob Shaw, Technical Manager of the
priorities”
Soil Association Certification, adding
“working with Sappi, SABS, SAFAS
Being part of the team developing the and UKAS to achieve this was a truly
PEFC SAFAS value-based platform
collaborative effort, especially under
approach meant that Sappi had
the current circumstances, and is
already been implementing the
a milestone for sustainable forest
structured, yet flexible, SAFAS
certification in the country.”
approach through its internal audits
as far back as 2019. Still, achieving
Although Sappi already provided
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customers with the assurance that
its wood fibre originates from known
and responsibly managed forests
through its longstanding certification
with the Forest Stewardship Council™
(FSC™ - N003159), the PEFC
certification provides an additional
important global standard in its
assurance to consumers about the
responsible origin of the wood we
use.
“Sappi’s purpose is to build a
thriving world by unlocking the
power of renewable resources to
benefit people, communities and
the planet”, commented Alex Thiel
Sappi Southern Africa Chief Executive
Officer. “Credible, internationally
recognised, robust forest certification
systems, like PEFC and FSC”, he
continues, “are fundamental to
Sappi’s commitment to sustainability.”
Importantly, PEFC certification also
allows for chain of custody (CoC)
certification, which tracks forestbased products from sustainable
sources to the final product. This
is assured through independent
auditing of the CoC procedures which
closely monitor each step of the
supply chain.
“Sappi Southern Africa has
commenced the process to achieve
PEFC CoC certification for its
manufacturing sites, to bring it in
line with Sappi’s European and North
American operations”, David adds.

FSA NEWS

A new era for
FSA communication

T

he launch of the FSA
corporate website,
database and Telegram
broadcast group
changed the way
FSA communicates,
enabling key issues and important
updates to be sent straight to the
phones of FSA members. This proved
to be an invaluable tool for keeping
members informed and updated
about the latest COVID-19 news,
restrictions and regulations.
This year we are looking to build on
this, moving FSA communication
from a one-way stream of outbound
messages to a two-way flow of
communication.

“We are stronger when we
listen and smarter when we
share” - Rania Al-Abdullah
The FSA communication portfolio
has three objectives:

1.

To communicate with FSA
members: disseminating information
that will support them in their
daily operations, while providing
communication channels that
ensures their voice is heard.

2.

To communicate to the wider
Forestry Sector and our stakeholders,
including Government, NGOs,
sister associations and partner
organisations: ensuring they are
aware of the achievements and
challenges of FSA members and the
Forestry Industry in general.

3.

To communicate all aspects of
forestry to those outside the Sector:

raising the profile of the Sector
through proactive, public-awareness
focused communication, as well as
responding to queries or criticisms of
the Sector.

Improving communication
with members
While FSA has made great strides
over the past 12-months when it
comes to communicating with
our members - launching the new
website, database and Telegram
broadcast channel – like our trees, we
need to keep growing and evolving.

“Communication works for
those who work at it” - John
Powell
Our challenge this year is to move
from a one-way flow of outbound
messages to a two-way open
communication channel.
Building stronger links with
our members’ communication
teams/individuals will be critical
in achieving this. Last year saw
the establishment of the FSA
Communication Committee and
we would like to thank the four FSA
Members who nominated individuals
from their communication teams to
sit on this committee.
The launch of the ‘new look’ FSA
newsletter – FSA Magazine – will have
a major role to play. It is not simply
a rebranding exercise that changes
the newsletter’s name and the ‘look
& feel’, the content is going through
a major overhaul too. While there
will still be feature articles and latest
12

news, there will also be a section
dedicated to giving all FSA members
– corporate, medium-scale and
small-scale growers – a voice. It also
provides a platform for FSA’s research
partners to highlight the work they
are doing and how it will, and is,
shaping the Forestry Sector.
The Telegram Broadcast Group will
continue updating FSA members on
the latest breaking news, by providing
links to the stories on our website.
We urge FSA members who have not
already signed up to the FSA Telegram
group to get in touch with Judy:
judy@forestrysouthafrica.co.za as we
cannot share the link here due to the
group being a private FSA membersonly Broadcast Channel. Likewise,
the FSA database will continue to
act as a one-stop-shop, housing FSA
documents, industry legislation,
statistics, research papers and the
FSA photographic library. Again, if
you haven’t registered to access the
Member’s area of the FSA website:
www.forestrysouthafrica.co.za please
visit the website’s homepage and click
on the link to sign up.

“When people talk, listen
completely. Most people never
listen.” - Ernest Hemingway
Hemingway’s quote perfectly
encapsulates what we are trying to
achieve in 2021 with our memberfocused communications. We want to
hear your voice, to share your success
stories and listen to the challenges
you face. We may not have all the
answers, but by knowing the issues
we can start focusing in the right
direction.

Communicating to the
wider Forestry Sector and
Stakeholders
“Effective communication is
20% what you know and 80%
how you feel about what you
know” - Jim Rohn
The Women in Forestry webinar
is a great example of what can be
achieved when the Sector pulls
together, yet its origins can be found
in a small FSA Women’s Month
promotion featuring just a handful of
women. By ensuring their voice was
heard, we ignited the drive, passion
and determination of others which
resulted in the messages conveyed
during the Women in Forestry
webinar being heard on a much
larger stage and generating greater
awareness and further reach.

profile of the Industry. The popular
#ForestryFriday, #ForestryFun
and #StudentTakeover Instagram
campaigns will be continued, as
last year they generated over 29,800
account views, 125,000 impressions
and 2,325 profile visits. As well as
resulting in 74 visits to the FSA
website.
We also plan to revisit and update
the Forestry Explained infographics.
Repurposing them both as effective
and versatile educational tools
and illustrative visuals that aid in
conveying key messages to important
stakeholders and decision-makers.

Communicating to those
outside the industry

“To effectively communicate,
we must realise that we are
all different in the way we
perceive the world and use this
The Women in Forestry initiative is
just one of many incredible social and understanding as a guide to our
environmental projects/programmes/ communication with others.” Anthony Robbins
initiatives being conducted by our
Industry daily, and it is time these
got the exposure the women in our
industry did during the webinar.
Again, FSA Magazine will have a
large role to play in this, acting as a
clearinghouse for stories by providing
a platform where FSA members are
actively encouraged to submit articles
about any initiative their organisation
is undertaking. Where applicable,
these will be incorporated into
FSA stakeholder communications,
providing narratives that illustrate
the Industry’s commitment to
improving environmental and social
sustainability.
After several years of being present
on just one social media channel,
Instagram, this year will see the
activation of FSA’s corporate
LinkedIn page. The objective, to
extend the reach of key forestry
messages to a wider professional
network, raising awareness and the

Certainly, there are those outside
the Forestry Industry who perceive
the risks, benefits and worth of
commercial forestry to be very
different than those involved in the
Sector. While it is unlikely that we
will ever change the opinions of
those who are ardently against the
Forestry Sector, by understanding
their concerns we are then able to
contextualise them. This is important
as it ensures the much wider section
of society, who may be swayed by the
anti-forestry voices if left unchecked,
are provided with a wealth of factbased resources from which they can
form a more balanced opinion.
The key is ensuring that any
communication, proactive or
reactive, undertaken by the Sector is
based in facts. In 2020, we circulated
a landcover survey amongst our
corporate members, to ensure the
13

70:30 planted to unplanted ratio
often used to describe the forestry
landscape is still accurate. Once
all the results have been collected
and analysed, the findings will
be developed into a series of ‘key
messages’ and distributed through
several channels, pitched on several
levels and targeting a variety of
stakeholder groups. A ‘key message
toolbox’ including infographics,
visuals, a TIP-Mag article presenting
the results of the survey and a
question & answer document will be
produced to support the key message.
This year, similar member surveys
will be conducted to update the
Corporate Social Investment
narrative produced in 2018 and the
Forestry Explained Recreational
Map. Similarly, key messages will be
developed alongside toolboxes that
aid in the communication of these
key messages.

A ‘new normal’
Perhaps the most overused phrase
in 2020, we hope the ‘new normal’
for FSA communication will be that
our members notice a difference
in both the quality and quantity
of FSA communication. It is a big
but exciting task and one we hope
you will get on board with and help
us develop the two-way flow of
information we will need.

“2020 presented several
challenges and FSA is proud of
how our communication efforts
rose above the challenges. I am
extremely excited about the
evolution of our communication
portfolio and proud of the value
add it will offer our members,”
concludes Dr Ronald Heath,
FSA Director: Research and
Protection, who heads the
Communication Portfolio.
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FEATURE STORY

An unstoppable force: when women unite
Makhosazana (Khosi) Mavimbela, Executive Director of the Forest Sector Charter Council (FSCC)

“What has been true for many decades is now a myth: the Forestry
Sector is not a man’s world!”

M

ore women are
choosing careers
that were
traditionally
reserved for men,
and that includes
those in the Foresty Sector. Women
CEOs, CFOs, COOs, Senior Managers,
Heads of Research Groups and
policymakers are all holding their
own, along with those who excel in
physically demanding roles like fire
protection and the operation of heavy
machinery. Gender, physicality and
stereotyping, it seems, no longer
carry any weight when it comes to
forestry careers while the Industry
itself has benefited by embracing the
varying skillsets and qualities brought
by women.
“Despite all this, the stereotype of
the bearded forester lives on in the
minds of many outside the Sector and
this is something that needs to be
addressed,” says Forestry South Africa
(FSA) Communications Consultant Dr
Katy Johnson.
In August 2019, FSA celebrated
Women’s Month by profiling 25
women who are carving out a name
for themselves in the Industry. The
idea was to showcase their success as
a way of encouraging others to follow
suit. In 2020, a further 35 ‘Women
in Forestry’ were featured. This
time, women across the value chain
submitted a short video clip, talking

about their roles, their greatest
achievements and aspirations for
the future. Several were featured in
Sibisi News Agency’s Women’s Month
promotion, extending the campaign’s
reach even further.

The Female Face of Forestry
Apart from elevating the role of
women in forestry, the campaign
ignited a spark in the hearts and
minds of several Industry women
who wanted to do more to raise the
profile of women in the Sector.
This spark initiated the first-ever
Women in Forestry webinar in
August 2020 which celebrated the
contribution of women to the Sector
while debunking the myth that
forestry is a man’s domain.
“The webinar was a far greater
success than anyone could have
hoped or imagined. Yes, at times,
it felt like “mission impossible”
thanks to the incomprehensibly
short timeframe of a month that
the women had to pull it off. Yet,
what transpired exceeded every
expectation as women in roles
across the Sector, some with careers
spanning decades and others a mere
matter of months, came together
to add their voice to the Women in
Forestry movement,” says Khosi.
A rousing success on several fronts,
the event exposed many of the

“Yes, at times the webinar felt like mission
impossible... yet what transpired exceeded
every expectation”
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gender-based challenges that exist
while shedding light on how to break
down these barriers going forward.
Its most lasting impact has been the
implementation of the She is Forestry
SA Association, currently in the
process of being registered as a nonprofit.
The Association celebrates the
contribution of women in the Sector
while removing the ‘bottlenecks’
that prevent them from achieving
their full potential. It is endorsed by
both the public and private sector,
chief among them the Department of
Environment, Forestry and Fisheries
(DEFF) whose Deputy Minister,
Makhotso M Sotyu, MP, implored
women in the Sector to join hands
and empower one another, stating
she looked forward to the day when a
formally organised structure housing
this initiative would be launched.
The Association now has a
constitution clearly articulating its
vision, mission, objectives and ethical
positioning and is now engaged in
several activities to pursue its goal
to influence the Sector’s future. Its
success can be placed directly on the
shoulders of a group of impassioned
women and three men; Norman
Dlamini and Nathi Ndlela from FSA
and Sikhumbuzo Nxumalo from the
FSCC.
“It has taken countless online
meetings, working groups,
presentations and scoping documents
but we now have four clear themes
around which initiatives (depending
on COVID-19 restrictions) will be
centred during 2021,” adds Khosi.

Theme one: Education and
training

Led by Irene Mathabela – Deputy
Director: Sector Liaison and Capacity
Development, Department of
Environment, Forestry and Fisheries
(DEFF).
This branch is charged with the
recruitment of more women to the
Sector and will promote and initiate
forestry education and training
opportunities for women.
“We need to get the message out
there that forestry is a great career
for women that offers countless
opportunities. To do this, we need
to think of new and novel ways of
exposing the girl child to the careers
found in forestry and bring back
several great initiatives that have
fallen by the wayside,” says the
Deputy Director.
The Education and Training Working
Group is tasked with rolling out the
following initiatives in 2021:

3.

Forestry career seminar/expo
– raising awareness about the
multiple career paths found within
the Industry and its value chain by
developing connections with schools
and their Grade 9-11 learners.

4.

Take a girl child to work –
identified during the Women in
Forestry webinar as an opportunity
that has fallen by the wayside. The
only way to increase the number of
women entering the Industry is to
expose the traditionally overlooked
‘girl child’ to the variety of roles and
careers available to women in the
Industry.

innovative solutions to the current
challenges faced by the Forestry
Sector.

Theme two: Celebrating,
uplifting and empowering
women

This branch is tasked with promoting
women, both within and outside the
Industry.
“We have some incredibly talented
and inspirational individuals working
in the Forestry Industry and along
its value chain. It is time we started
1. Adopt a school – reaching out
celebrating their contribution,
and pledging resources to the most
uplifting them as individuals and
disadvantaged schools in areas where – through them – empowering and
poverty and the lack of opportunities uplifting women in general,” Katy
and resources still prevails, forging
says.
stronger connections between the
industry and these communities.
The working group has been tasked
Sponsor a girl/boy child
– intended to help bridge the
literacy gap and provide support
to disadvantaged families and
communities in the rural areas
where Forestry operates and where
employment and educational
opportunities are marginalised.

3.

Looking at ways to eliminate
gender-based violence by working
with associations and organisations
specialising in this topic and aiding in
the rollout of their initiatives.

5. Tertiary Institutions Competition – Theme three: women in
tasking second-year forestry students
forestry awards
with writing papers that present

Led by Katy Johnson, FSA
Communication Consultant.

2.

learners as part of the International
Day Celebrating Women and Girls in
Science and Research.

Led by Nontethelelo Ramatswana,
CEO of Zwamadaka.
The inaugural Women in Forestry
Awards will acknowledge the
contribution, experience, skills and
knowledge of women and celebrate
them as role models for those starting
their careers in the Sector.
“The role of women has been
overshadowed by the common
myth that Forestry is still a maleonly industry. It is time we started
celebrating the many dynamic female
role models found within Forestry,
highlighting their achievements and
celebrating their drive, determination
and passion for our Industry,”
Nontethelelo remarks.

with:

1. Organising and facilitating the now
annual Women in Forestry webinar
during August.

2.

Promoting women in forestry
research and science to high school
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The award will include:

1.

Service to the Industry –
celebrating women who have

“To reach the moon you need to shoot for the
stars”
dedicated their lives to forestry
and often forged the path for other
women entering the Industry.

2.

Female Forester of the Year award
– acknowledging the amazing female
foresters working among us who have
shown great strength of character,
drive and determination to elevate
themselves above their peers.

3.

Entrepreneur Award –
highlighting the women who have
found a niche and have succeeded
by walking their own path in this
Industry.

4.

Commitment to Forestry Award
– celebrating an individual who has
gone above and beyond in terms of
their service to our Industry.

Theme four:
Entrepreneurship

Led by Anele Sololo, General
Manager of RecyclePaperZA, the
Paper Recycling Association of South
Africa.
This branch seeks to make business
opportunities within the Sector more
accessible by creating awareness and
equipping women and the youth with
the skills required to access these.
“There are a huge number of
entrepreneurial opportunities
available within the Sector; the
challenge is bridging the gap between
these opportunities and women
and youth wishing to access them.
The provision of business training,
through competitions that challenge
participants to craft business plans,
will help bridge this gap. As will
highlighting the schemes already
rolled out by the Industry and
providing women and young people
with the information and tools
required to access them,” says Anele.

The Entrepreneurship working group
is thus tasked with:

1.

Instigating a business plan
competition for both those in tertiary
institutions and the unemployed
youth.

2.

Promoting existing schemes that
focus on women-driven projects and
helping women and youth to access
these.

Stepping into 2021

While the Association is still in its
infancy, its vision and aspirations for
the future are expansive.
“To reach the moon you need to
shoot for the stars. I believe we will,
yet again, exceed all expectations
in 2021. I am in no way under the
illusion that this will be easy, simple
or straightforward, however, I am
certain that every task we set out to
achieve will have lasting impacts, the
benefits of which will far outweigh
the efforts put in,” Khosi concludes.
The Association would like to
thank all those who contributed to
the R70 000 raised during the first
Women in Forestry webinar. This
money has been earmarked for five
impoverished schools and they are
formulating their plans regarding
how this money will be best utilised.
For more information, contact Khosi
Mavimbela, who serves as the leader
of the secretariat team.
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FSA FEATURE

Introducing the
research & development
shaping the Forestry Sector
Dr Ronald Heath - Director: Research and Protection, FSA
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A

s a forestry student,
I loved the everchanging nature of
forestry. No two
days were ever
the same in an
industry that must deal with a
myriad of economic, social, biotic
and abiotic challenges daily. Even
then, as naïve as I was, I saw forestry
research and development (R&D)
as playing a key role in addressing
these challenges. Whether it was
improving productivity, reducing
the industry’s environmental
footprint or incorporating innovative
technological advances into
established forestry practice, I
believed forestry R&D facilitates the
Industry’s ability to adapt, evolve
and grow to find solutions to these
challenges.
A few years on and I still see forestry
R&D as the proactive, progressive tool
that is shaping the face of forestry.
This is a result of the Sector’s strong
knowledge base, generated by worldclass research and supported by the
financial investments into Research
and Development – that is still more
than double the country average
despite the economic situation the
Sector currently finds itself – which
ensures the industry not only meets
these challenges, it rises beyond
them.
As Director of Forestry South Africa’s
(FSA) Research and Development
portfolio, I am privy to the vast array
of research projects and programmes
currently being undertaking by
the Industry. It is a privilege to coordinate the Sector’s collaborative
R&D, working with scientists and
research groups who are world
leaders in their fields to ensure the
Sector’s over-arching needs are met
through a targeted R&D framework,
agile enough to evolve with the everchanging local and international
pressures placed upon the Industry
.

FSA’s approach to R&D is built upon
three pillars.
The first pillar is the identification of
strategic focus areas, which enhance
the Sector’s competitiveness and
sustainability and scores high in
terms of risk (economic, regulatory
or reputation-based) and impact
(probability or severity).
Currently, there are two R&D
focus areas, Forest Protection and
Sustainability, within each, and
sometimes spanning both, several
‘specific areas of focus’ have been
highlighted (Figure One).
The second pillar is that FSA only
directly fund R&D that is common to
all members’ needs, as well as being
aligned to the strategic focus areas
above.
The final pillar is the development
of a high-level R&D capacity and
service. This has been achieved
through putting into place a series of
R&D platforms, Supported Subject
Experts (SSE) and Chairs to lead
sector-wide R&D.

“While the challenges,
at times, seem
insurmountable, I
have every confidence
in both the resilience
and adaptability of our
Industry and the passion,
drive, determination
and quality of the R&D
shaping it...”

Platform enables FSA members
to access services, including
method development work, for
1. Tree Protection Cooperative
research projects it is supporting,
Programme, performs research,
at a subsidised rate. Also, FSA
providing extension services, training members enjoy a discounted rate
of students, access to a world-class
for commercial routine (i.e. nondisease and pest diagnostic clinic
research) analyses. The Platform can
and guidance in dealing with tree
also provide access to equipment
pest and pathogen problems. One
and ‘bench-space’ for students whose
of the key products of the TPCP is to
research requires specialist, nonproduce biological control agents for routine and hands-on work.
insect pests that damage members’
plantations.
3. Spatial Technology Platform,
These platforms include:

2.

Forest Analytical laboratory,
providing analytical services that
are specific and specialized to the
needs of forestry research, including
their development where needed.
This includes soil, plant tissue
and wood property analyses and
services required to implement
research projects in forestry. The
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maintaining necessary skills,
capabilities and expertise together
with a range of spatial data needed
to support the forestry industry in
research projects, initiatives and
commercial operational management
activities that require the access,
manipulation and interpretation of
spatially explicit datasets.

4.

Forest Protection Support
Platform, providing capacity
and capability to coordinate
and deploy developed biological
agents to achieve rapid, economic
and sustainable benefit to crop
production. This platform is aimed
at protecting and expanding
institutional skills and capacity in
two key areas namely: field trial and
survey-based research methodologies
to quantify the impacts of pests and
pathogens on tree growth and yield;
and operational management for
the commercial deployment and
assessment of biological control
agents.

based technologies, thereby making
the relevant research accessible to
all members of the South African
Forestry Industry.

6.

Industry Disease Screening
Platform, established to develop
disease screening expertise and
infrastructure to service all FSA
members. While initially focussed
on eucalypts, this Platform will also
allow for the inclusion of disease
screening of both Acacia and pine
species.

7.

Pest and Disease Monitoring
Platform, developing a fully
integrated, spatially enabled,
5. DNA Marker Technology Platform, centralised IT infrastructure for the
storage and retrieval of information
dedicated to providing a highrelated to the presence of pests and
throughput DNA fingerprinting
diseases in South African plantation
service to beneficiate tree breeding
forests.
programmes in South Africa, and to
develop and implement new genome-

Over the next issues of the FSA
magazine, a series of R&D feature
articles on each of these R&D
platforms will be published.
The past few decades have shown
how R&D plays a crucial role in
maintaining and improving the
international competitiveness of the
South African Forestry Sector.
Going forward, I believe it is going
to have an even bigger role, as global
demand for sustainable products will
see the Industry needing to enhance
productivity and sustainability.
While the challenges, at times,
seem insurmountable, I have every
confidence in both the resilience and
adaptability of our Industry and the
passion, drive, determination and
quality of the R&D shaping it and I
still love the ever-changing nature of
our Sector.

FIGURE ONE: Specific areas of focus within the two R&D research areas, forest protection and environmental
sustainability. Note, certain specific areas of focus span both R&D focus areas.
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TIP-Mag

Bridging the gap between the science shaping the
Forestry Sector and those implementing the changes

we do and the foresters charged with
implementing this science together”,
Roger continues, “I believe, these first
two issues have done just this.”

The first digital issue of TIP-Mag was
released in June 2020 and received
e live in a world that plant a new variety of pine without
much praise from both industry
is driven, shaped
understanding the scientific advances scientists and foresters alike. The
and in many ways
that are behind its development.
webpage housing the magazine was
dependent on
However, those involved in the
viewed over 700 times in the first
science, innovation
process of selecting this new variety
month by independent IP addresses,
and technology. Yet most of us are
will need to understand the science
with the magazine downloaded 176
completely divorced from it and as
behind the new variety to quantify
times.
a result, the science and innovation
and accept the benefits it yields to
that has transformed the way we live ascertain that it is superior to those
“We were incredibly pleased with the
over the past century, for the most
varieties previously planted or any
response to the first issue of TIP-Mag
part, is unseen or taken for granted.
alternative variety.
and the overwhelming amount of
positive feedback we received from
Almost every aspect of the Forestry
With R&D advances moving at a
individuals across the Sector proving
Industry and its value chain,
staggering pace within the forestry
TIP-Mag’s potential and value as a
in South Africa and across the
sector, understandably, those
knowledge transfer tool” adds FSA
globe, has undergone a complete
implementing these advances have
Director of Research and Protection,
metamorphosis over the past 50-years become somewhat divorced from the Dr Ronald Heath.
that has been driven by science,
science underpinning it.
research and innovation. Scientists
The second issue of TIP-Mag looks
working at the frontier of their
TIPWG Chairman Roger Poole
to build on this, adding to the
respective fields are shaping the
explains candidly, “As a forester,
magazine’s scope and reach by
face of forestry as we move into the
working on the ground for over 20
featuring an even wider array of
future; transforming everything from years. I have first-hand experience of forestry research.
the selection of new commercial
how quickly science and innovation
“In this issue, we have articles
varieties to the myriad of products
have transformed our Sector. Even
by industry leaders in genomics;
that can be produced from wood.
though I am deeply interested in the
research that highlights the benefits
In doing so, they are ensuring the
science that underpins these changes, of international collaboration; a
Industry can evolve and adapt to
I am the first to admit I find it hard to transport system pilot study that
remain productive and address
keep up with it. Often research papers uncovered potentially huge economic
today’s challenges and those of
find their way to my desk, however,
and environmental benefits; and
tomorrow.
as much as I diligently attempt to go
an opinion piece looking at why it’s
through them and pull out the key
necessary to change the way we look
However, when it comes to shaping
information. I often end up getting
at pesticide use in the industry. It is
a sector, it takes more than just
lost in the science, as it requires a
a jam-packed issue with something
scientists and researchers to
baseline scientific understanding that for everyone!” enthuses TIPWG
bring about change. New science,
goes beyond me and I know I am not Secretariat Jacqui Meyer, who along
innovation and technology needs to
alone here.”
with FSA Communication and
be adopted, applied and often adapted
Promotions Consultant Katy Johnson,
if change is to occur, and this involves The need to make the science shaping have been the driving force behind
a plethora of stakeholders many of
the Forestry Sector more accessible
TIP-Mag.
whom have limited knowledge and
to bridge the knowledge gap has
understanding of the science that
been one of the driving objectives
Both issues can be accessed on the
underpins the change. While science of FSA’s new TIP-Mag publication.
FSA website. where it can either be
does not necessarily need to be
“We wanted to do more than simply
flicked through online or downloaded
understood to be implemented, an
provide a platform for publishing
and read at leisure.
understanding of the science (albeit
scientific research, we wanted TIPa rudimentary) is important for its
Mag to be a conduit for bringing the
“We hope people will enjoy this
integration and acceptance. For
science that underpins everything
second issue as much as the first,
example, a forester on the ground can
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W

already we have received some
wonderful praise about it that makes
all the hours it takes to put something
like this together worthwhile. Now
we are looking toward issue three!”
Jacqui continues, with a note of
trepidation.

Please share the TIP-Mag link
amongst your colleagues and
encourage those doing active
research within your organisations
to contribute to the next issue – due
to be released in July this year. The
deadline for submissions is 30 April
2021.

FORESTRY NEWS

Seasonal Climate

Watch

With the El Niño – Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) currently in La
Niña state, the forecast is for it to
stay this way, albeit weakening, as we
move towards the Autumn.

The multi-model rainfall forecast
for Feb through to April indicates
above-normal rainfall for most of the
country, except parts of Limpopo and
the Eastern Cape. Late Autumn, April
through to June, will also see above
normal rainfall. During this period,
February through to June, above
normal minimum temperatures
are expected for the North-East
half of the country, with the SouthWest experiencing below normal
minimum temperatures.
Maximum temperatures show similar
patterns North-East: South-West,
however, below-normal maximum
temperatures are expected further
North.
Find the full report on the news page
of the FSA website.
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Please ask potential contributors to
contact Jacqui Meyer
info@tipwg.co.za if they wish to
contribute to the 3rd issue of TIP-Mag
or seek more information about it.

MEET OUR MEMBERS

Meet FSA’s members
“When one team member succeeds, we all succeed”
– Stacy Allison, first women to summit Everest

T

here is no better
justification for the
creation of a platform
that will allow FSA
members to share their
successes and gain a
greater understanding of their fellow
members. Stacy Allison may have
been referring to summiting Everest
when she made this statement, but
in many ways the mountains our
Industry face are just as daunting,
arduous and potentially perilous.
As the Industry’s representative body,
FSA is often required to provide the
‘voice’ of the Sector and is frequently
searching for the narratives that
illustrate the point being made. Be it

a conservation project that highlights
the Sector’s commitment to wetland
regeneration, a CSI initiative that
showcases the partnerships formed
between public and private entities
to bring about positive change in
rural communities, or an event that
opens the forestry landscape to those
looking for an adventure outdoors.
By providing a dedicated section
within the ‘new look’ FSA magazine
that acts as a platform for showcasing
‘good news’ stories generated by
FSA members, we will be creating a
catalogue of narratives that can be
used to illustrate the benefits brought
about by the Sector as a whole.
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This section of the magazine also
provides members of all sizes
with the opportunity to introduce
themselves, their passions and
the challenges they face to the
Sector. We would like to thank,
Merensky Timber and Dargle Poles
for providing articles for this very
first issue and are looking forward
to an article by Small-scale Grower
representative Mr Enoch Maponya for
our second issue.
If you would like to submit an article
about your business, or have a
success story to share, please contact
Katy: katylouise.johnson@gmail.com
for more information.

MEET OUR MEMBERS

SPOTLIGHT ON FSA’S CORPORATE MEMBERS

MERENSKY TIMBER

M

other crops.

erensky Timber, the pioneer of sustainably
managed Eucalyptus sawlogs, traces its
roots back to 1929. This is when Dr Hans
Merensky bought the farm Westfalia in
the Limpopo Province of South Africa and
started to experiment with Eucalyptus and

Dr Hans Merensky, was born in Botshabelo in 1871, and became
a legend in his own time - a famous prospector and geologist,
humanitarian, devotee of nature, afforestation and agriculture
and a visionary conservationist. Dr Merensky achieved an
international reputation as an outstanding analytical geologist
and his discoveries of platinum, diamonds, chrome, gold,
and phosphate ores, will long be appreciated. His pioneering
soil and water conservation work left a legacy for many
future generations to appreciate. Today, the Hans Merensky
Foundation, the majority shareholder of Merensky Timber,
continues to invest in research and development for the
advancement and greater good of South Africa.
The rich legacy of its founder is also reflected in the purpose
and values of the commercial organisation. The purpose of
the Merensky Timber Group is to DO GOOD, and the Group
embraces the values of health and safety, integrity, inclusivity,
innovation and quality. In keeping with the humanitarian
beliefs of the founder, Merensky Timber invests in applied
research and development, and has developed a strong peopleoriented culture and corporate philosophy, which guides the
way that the business operates. Over 160 communities, in the
areas which Merensky Timber operates, have successfully
been empowered by way of ownership and employment as
well as through social, economic, enterprise and supplier
development.

“The purpose of the Merensky
Timber Group is to DO GOOD”

Merensky Timber supplies Pine and Eucalyptus round-logs and
lumber to South African, African, and international markets.
With a total of over 64 000 hectares across South Africa, the
plantations are among the largest privately managed plantations
on a sustainable saw-log rotation in South Africa. Lumber is
processed at Merensky’s sawmills and supplied directly or from
depots located in Johannesburg, Pietermaritzburg, and Cape
Town.
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Merensky Timber is a leader in
low split Eucalyptus plantations,
produced from proprietary genetic
material with more than half a
century of enrichment through
breeding and selection. This ensures
an ideal resource for solid-wood
related applications, providing a
sustainable alternative to a dwindling
and threatened tropical hardwood
supply. Kiln-dried hardwood lumber
is produced at Merensky’s Northern
Timbers sawmill in Tzaneen, for
use mainly in joinery and furniture
manufacture.

2. Fix carbon and contribute towards

Merensky’s softwood processing
operation, Singisi Forest Products,
comprises two sawmills, located
in KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern
Cape. These mills produce quality
kiln-dried Pine lumber mainly
for building and construction. A
world-class optimising dry mill has
been established at the Klipriver
business park close to Alberton in
Gauteng. The facility has specialised
equipment that non-destructively
grades structural lumber to required
specifications and can produce
finger-joint lumber in any lengths. All
Merensky lumber used in structural
applications is graded in accordance
with South African National
Standards (SANS). The Merensky
forests are grown and managed to:

As a result, all Merensky-grown
lumber carries the prestigious
Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®)
certification.

1. Conserve biological diversity,
ecosystems, and habitats.

the mitigation of climate change.

3. Sustain economic, social, health

program, to provide additional
support to staff especially during the
Covid-10 pandemic.

and environmental benefits.Promote
the fair distribution of economic,
social, health and environmental
benefits.

4. Conserve natural resources,
especially soil and water.

5. Conserve heritage resources and
promote aesthetic, cultural and
spiritual values.

Merensky Timber is committed
to providing training for its staff.
Employees are encouraged to
improve their skills and qualifications
as appropriate, whether it be
by taking adult literacy courses,
obtaining school-leaving certificates,
or achieving tertiary qualifications.
In remote areas, crèches are
provided for employees’ children
(pre-school education) and clinics
are provided for employees and their
immediate families, with access
provided to medical staff. Family
planning and health care training
(including AIDS education) are some
of the programmes offered. A recent
addition is an employee wellbeing

MXP Pine grade

MERENSKY
QUICK FACTS
COMPANY PURPOSE: TO DO GOOD.
COMPANY VALUES: HEALTH AND SAFETY,
INTEGRITY, INCLUSIVITY, INNOVATION
AND QUALITY.
LOCATION: SOUTH AFRICAN BASED WITH
LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL MARKETS.
SIZE: 64 000 HA PINE AND EUCALYPTUS.
OPERATIONS: PLANTATIONS,
THREE SAWMILLS, 3 DEPOTS AND AN
OPTIMISING DRYMILL.
PLANTATIONS: PIONEER OF HIGH
VALUE, SUSTAINABLE, FSC CERTIFIED,
EUCALYPTUS AND PINE.
EMPLOYEES: MORE THAN 2500
EMPLOYEES, MOSTLY IN RURAL SOUTH
AFRICA.

Merensky low split Eucalyptus logs

MXE Eucalyptus grade
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WEBSITE: WWW.MERENSKYTIMBER.COM

MEET OUR MEMBERS

SPOTLIGHT ON FSA’S MEDIUM MEMBERS

DARGLE POLES

“The majority of South African forestry is world-class and is a crucial part
of the future success of this country.” Julia Rees, Director of Dargle Poles”

I

WHAT IS A CCA POLE?

s the message Julia Rees,
Director of Dargle Poles,
would like those outside
the industry to know about
the Forestry Sector. Dargle
Poles is a small family-run
CCA treating plant in the KwaZuluNatal Midlands, bought by Julia
Rees, husband Craig, and her father
Patrick Norton in 2014 to compliment
their small-scale Norton Timber
Operation.
huge improvements in the quality of
timber, its suitability for poles and
“The first two years,” Julia explains,
the yields produced.
“were dedicated to increasing
production and sales by improving
This is due to the effort we have
efficiencies, quality and long-term
put in to building relationships
supply.” The efforts have certainly
with local farmers and landowners,
paid off, with production doubling
offering assistance and guidance
in the seven years they have owned
with silviculture processes including
the business. Their focus now is
coppicing and stem reduction
on securing a consistent supply of
practices.
timber adequate for the needs of the
plant by investing in more tracts of
We also provide our specialised
timber land, which they have both
contracting team that harvests
purchased or leased.
manually with a maximum select
timber output. Through these
When asked, what their biggest
initiatives, we have been able to forge
accomplishment has been since
strong partnerships and networks
purchasing Dargle Poles, Julia is
with growers in our area, including
quick to respond, “We have seen
those who only have a few hectares
of timber. This has seen a marked
improvement in the quality and

CCA (Chromate Copper Arsenate), or Tanalith, has been widely used in South Africa since the 1970s as an industrial wood preservative that
enhances durability. Treatment with CCA protects the wood from various factors that will otherwise deteriorate it, including wood-destroying
insects, fungi, and weather conditions. One of the biggest benefits of CCA treated wood is that they do not leach any harmful chemicals into
the soil, and are a pleasure to work with as they are clean and odourless.
Application of the CCA treatment requires an industrial high-pressure process in a controlled facility, which is why CCA treated wood is also
known as pressure-treated wood. With CCA treated wood common uses in the construction of fences, support structures and electrical lines,
however, there is a wide variety of potential applications and as a result, there are also several CCA classes with varying amounts of CCA
applied.
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“Ultimately, I believe our
trees are just as much
responsible for our growth,
as we are for theirs.”

Before employing a local security
company we have had large areas
felled and loaded overnight! Theft
from depots is also an issue and
has required us to employ guards to
watch stacked timber.” Julia explains.
However, it is not just the loss of trees
quantity of timber coming into our
that worries her, “we are seeing an
plant. In turn, we can provide an
increasing amount of ‘fake poles’,
excellent market for local growers
poles dipped or painted with dye and
producing timber suitable for
sold as treated poles. This is bad for
treating, with the balance being sold
the buyer, who has paid a premium
as pulp through NCT Forestry.
for a product that meant to be durable
and protected against weather and
While Dargle Poles has gone from
insect damage and instead been given
strength-to-strength, it has not been
a substandard fake that is susceptible
without a challenge or two. “Theft is a to damage and likely to deteriorate
huge problem, impacting small-scale quickly outside. It is also highly
growers and corporate companies
detrimental to the industry, whose
alike, across the five forestry
name is being unfairly tarnished by
provinces. The theft of raw materials these fakes.”
is an ongoing issue and one that is
having a huge economic impact on
What does Julia hope the next decade
the Sector.
has in store for Dargle Poles? “Our
plan is conservative, rather than mass
expansion”, Julia muses. “We want to
continue the focus on efficiency and
profitability, as well as, securing more
timber land via leases and purchase.
Within forestry, there is a huge
amount of scope for improvement,
as our knowledge and understanding
of silvicultural practices expands and
progresses.

“Theft is a huge problem,
impacting small-scale
growers and corporate
companies alike”

As a result, the Sector is constantly
moving forward and as plantation
owners and leaseholders it is our
responsibility to keep abreast of
this to maximise their potential. To
achieve this, Julia and her team are
looking at ways to maximise ‘select”
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pole output’ from a plantation that
works for smaller-scale and labourintensive businesses like hers. “Our
aim”, Julia continues, “is to remain
an important player in the KZN
Midlands timber market. Ultimately,
our long-term goal is to become an
entity that could be passed on to the
next generation!”
Julia loves what she does, so much
so, she is passionate about giving
her children the chance to get into
the industry. So, what is it about
Forestry that has got her so hooked?
“No day is ever boring!” Julia says
with a smile, “being a small business
owner in the Forestry Sector requires
you to wear a wide variety of hats
every day. In a single week, I can
go from farmer, ecologist, product
developer and manufacturer, to
customer and human relations
manager, marketeer and accountant!
The roles and responsibilities within
forestry are endless, especially as
a small business owner where you
are exposed to them all and this
experience is invaluable. People
outside the industry often make the
incorrect assumption that a forester
is solely responsible for growing trees
when this is only a small proportion
of what we do. Ultimately, I believe
our trees are just as much responsible
for our growth, as we are for theirs.”

DARGLE POLES QUICK FACTS
LOCATION: KWAZULU-NATAL MIDLANDS
SIZE: 300 HECTARES.
OPERATIONS: PLANTATIONS AND SMALL
CCA TREATING PLANT
PLANTATIONS: EUCALYPTUS
EMPLOYEES: 50 PERMANENT
EMPLOYEES AND 30 CONTRACTED STAFF
WEBSITE: WWW.DARGLEPOLES.CO.ZA
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cientific studies have
revealed that people
are not very good at
assessing their own
privileges. We tend to
overstate the obstacles
we have faced and understate the
blessings we have enjoyed.

A year of
transformation?
Norman Dlamini - Director: Business Development, FSA
The pandemic has exposed
many inefficiencies and
this, in turn, presents an
opportunity to build better
for inclusive growth.

Looking back at 2020, I celebrate the
astute leadership of great thinkers
in the Forestry Industry. As early as
Undoubtedly, 2020 was an incredibly 2002, forestry captains decided that
difficult year, which the Chairperson there was no value in having many
of the FSA Zululand region perfectly
associations of timber growers,
summarized it as “a year like none
one for small and medium-scale
other” when delivering his report
commercial timber farmers and
to the annual regional meeting.
another for large-scale corporate
Besides the Sector’s compromised
timber growers. Two associations
performance, timber growers have
amalgamated to form what we now
also lost loved ones, some survived
know as Forestry South Africa (FSA).
after falling sick whilst others passed As a result, the Industry was able to
away. Our heartfelt condolences and
pool resources together in the middle
prayers go out to everyone because
of a serious pandemic and keep itself
everyone has been affected in one
going, albeit not at full steam. We
way or another.
must remember that our Sector did
not come to a complete stop that
Stepping into 2021, the coronavirus
many others did. Key to this, was the
pandemic is still with us, and its
Sector being identified as an essential
effects are still felt every minute and
service by the government, after
every hour, making it hard to realize a constant lobbying by FSA that the
new year is upon us.
Industry provided essential feedstock
for many vital downstream industries
Yet it is, so as we make our way
crucial to the country’s COVID
through the first quarter of 2021, allow response.
me to mention a few obstacles, count
a few blessings, and remind timber
There is an Amharic idiom that says,
growers of a few things that require
“when spider webs combine they
focus for the Sector to build beyond a
can tie down a lion” (yeshererīti diri
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‘new normal’ to a better normal.
sīt’ameri ānibesa maseri yichilali).

“as we make our
way through the first
quarter of 2021, allow
me to mention a few
obstacles, count a few
blessings, and remind
timber growers of a
few things that require
focus for the Sector to
build beyond a ‘new
normal’ to a better
normal. ”

It does not matter how seemingly
weak you are as individuals, if you
unite and are determined to achieve
something in unity, you cannot fail.

In 2021 let us build not
only to gain what we lost in
2020 but build to a better
normal.
Let us focus on a few things that will
cause the maximum gain. Let us
work together to mobilise societal,
corporate, national and international
resources towards the inclusive
growth of the Forestry Sector to
accelerate the reduction of poverty
and the elimination of inequality.
As many people have already
observed, we might be in the same
storm, but we are not in the same
boat. Some are in canoes, others in
yachts, others in sailing ships and
other in cruise ships.
It is time to have some of those
not so comfortable conversations
that we have been avoiding. Why

should a development grant
support a vegetable farmer and
discriminate against a tree farmer?
Why should there be free and
subsidized dipping chemicals for
cattle in rural communities and no
support with farm inputs for the
tree farmer in the same community?
Why should there be disaster relief
funds against drought for the maize
farmer, newcastle disease for the
poultry farmer, and nothing when
the tree farmer’s crop is attacked
by Leptocybe? Why should there
be a Covid-19 relief fund for the
vegetable, poultry, and winter crop
farmer that discriminates against
the tree farmer? Why should a mixed
farmer get four visits in a year from
her fruit crops extension officer and
wait for four years to get a visit from
her extension forester to advise her
on tree farming? These questions do
not interrogate the existence of the
support mentioned above, but rather
the lack thereof in certain economic
sectors. I firmly believe a root cause
analysis needs to be undertaken.
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With the collective wisdom of
government and all small and
medium-scale timber growers
in partnership with relevant
stakeholders, solutions will be found.
Some of these questions, along with
other appropriate ones will be put
to the right people, and sustainable
solutions will be crafted.

This is why I believe that
while 2021 started as a
continuation of 2020, it has
the potential to deliver a
better normal. We just need
to seize this moment and
grasp the blessings that have
grown out of the ongoing
COVID-19 disaster.
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